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distributive justice: a social-psychological perspective ... - university of south carolina scholar commons
faculty publications sociology, department of 3-1-1987 distributive justice: a social-psychological perspective
book review: distributive justice: a social- psychological ... - 1986] book review 475 of equality) present
a deceptively monolithic view of more "con servative" american public opinion in which "republicans" and
psychological contract development, distributive justice ... - psychological contract development,
distributive justice, and performance of independent contractors: the role of negotiation behaviors and the
fulfillment of resources grace lemmon1, morgan s. wilson2, margaret posig1, and brian c. glibkowski3 abstract
in today’s “gig economy,” more and more jobs are offered to independent contractors. independent
contractors have a highly defined ... global responsibility and distributive justice - for the welfare and
relative social position to all people in the world? this is a question regarding the responsibility individuals and
governments should assume regarding faraway people rather than of abstract principles of global justice. the
concept of ‘prospective responsibility’ is adopted as the most fitting to this ques-tion. the argument developed
here is that human concern, and ... linking distributive and procedural justice to employee ... - justice
to employee engagement through social exchange mediators, namely, perceived organizational support and
psychological contract, among 238 managers and executives from manufacturing and service sector firms in
india. distributive justice development and social class: a ... - distributive justice development and
social class: a replication robert d. enright university of wisconsin madison william f. enright florida atlantic
university daniel k. lapsley university of wisconsin madison fifty-six children from kindergarten and third grade
were given the distributive justice scale, vocabulary, and sociometric peer ratings. results showed that
regardless of grade the ... distributive justice, procedural justice, and ... - between distributive justice
and psychological distress. thus, procedural injustice is less likely to thus, procedural injustice is less likely to
increase psychological distress when the level of work autonomy is high. a social categorisation approach
to distributive justice - present chapter is primarily about a social-psychological account of distributive
justice, that is, the fairness of distributions or allocations of beneﬁts and burdens (to¨rnblom, 1992). social
justice and moral reasoning: an empirical ... - social justice have both maintained considerable focus on
the notions of distributive and procedural justice. distributive justice is concerned with the way assets or
psychological models of the justice motive: antecedents of ... - psychological models of the justice
motive: antecedents of distributive and procedural justice tom r. tyler two psychological theories consider why
people care about justice. the social-exchange-based re-source model argues that people want to maximize
the resources they obtain from social interac-tions, a goal that they believe is facilitated by following rules of
distributive and procedural ... the effect of distributive injustice on organizational ... - key words:
distributive injustice, psychological contract breach, deviant behavior 1. introduction the relationship between
distributive injustice among injustices, psychological contract breach and organizational deviance among
interpersonal and organizational deviances can be understood through the social exchange theory. social
exchange theory is a mix of economics, sociology and psychology ... procedural & distributive justice and
amenability to ... - distributive justice implies a more equitable distribution of resources (sangiovanni, 2012),
including natural re- sources and social benefits (stark, 2010). rawls (1971) argues that distributive justice is
also related to alloca- distributive justice - justice and reconciliation project - of children in other
distributive justice and reparations mechanisms, including memorialisation, community sensitisation, the
provision of psychological services and health care, and others (unicef innocenti the mediating role of
distributive justice perceptions in ... - the mediating role of distributive justice perceptions in the
relationship between emotion regulation and emotional exhaustion abstract this research proposes that
employees’ use of emotion regulation strategies determines their perceptions of fairness in interactions with
clients, which in turn influences their emotional exhaustion. based on social exchange theory, and models of
self ...
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